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**Benefits of XMLization**

**<Current State>**
- IP Offices
- Applicant/Attorney
- Image Data/Files
- Manual Typing
- Text-based Database
- Time Consuming!

**<Future Outlook>**
- IP Offices
- Applicant/Attorney
- XML Documents
- Automatic Importing!
- Text-based Database
- Accurate DB!
- Warning of due date
- Assitance for preparing documents
- *User initiated
Timeline of Common Activities

- **2015 (completed)**
  - Surveys on the current status of documents/data provisions from the IP5 offices

- **2016 onward**
  - Grasp of barriers/constraints and experience sharing/solution proposal by the JPO that has already achieved XMLization
  - Surveys on services provided in the private sector
  - Surveys on user needs

- **From 2016 up to implementation among all IP5 Offices**
  - Periodical follow-up surveys and report on status of documents/data provisions and submission
  - Comparative analyses of tagged data structure
  - Common XML formats with respect to other short-term priorities, e.g. common PPH forms for proof of concept, structured data of legal status, transaction at alerting, etc.

- **2019 or after**
  - XML data provision through OPD
  - Standardization in tagged data structure
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